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SGD Preview: Can SGD 
Outperformance Continue? 
 

 

 

 

MAS is Likely to Stand Pat and See Stance as Appropriate 

Our view is for MAS to maintain the prevailing monetary policy 

parameters at the upcoming Jan policy meeting. The economic 

recovery continues as the latest 4Q GDP print showed an 

acceleration in growth to 2.8%, with rebounds in both manufacturing 

and construction. Core inflation remains above MAS’ comfort levels 

and is forecasted to remain sticky above historical norms in 2024 at 

2.8%. MAS is thus likely to stand pat at the Jan meeting and could 

continue to see the current stance as “sufficiently tight”. We think 

that SGDNEER is likely to stay supported although outperformance 

of SGDNEER could taper.   

SGDNEER Outperformance Could Taper 

Back in Oct-23 (see here), we maintained a bullish bias on the 

SGDNEER and suggested that the SGDNEER could outperform, 

suggesting to buy the SGDNEER basket on dips. We saw continued 

outperformance of the SGDNEER from “haven” characteristics versus 

its peers in a period of elevated uncertainty and our Taylor Rule 

implied SGDNEER model continued to suggest upward pressures on 

the SGDNEER. Indeed, in the wake of MAS’ Oct stand pat, the 

SGDNEER has been extremely strong (average: +2.10%) as the 

USDSGD also traded lower (from 1.37 levels to 1.32 levels) over the 

same period. Singapore’s robust macro fundamentals and unique 

exchange rate policy, which results in SG rates being highly 

correlated with US rates, underpinned the outperformance of the 

SGDNEER against a narrative that US rates would remain higher for 

longer. As we approach a time where potential rate cuts are being 

discussed, we think that the expectation of Fed rate cuts could lead 

to a tapering off in SGDNEER strength – specifically if basket 

constituents start to outperform the SGD i.e. appreciate by more 

against the USD than the SGD as the Fed cuts rates. 

USDSGD to Come Off Gradually 

We also maintain our forecasts for USDSGD to come off gradually, 

i.e. for SGD to strengthen against the USD gradually through 2024. 

This is based on the belief that SGD will continue to stay resilient as 

MAS stands pat on policy and the Fed cuts rates. The current pace of 

SGDNEER appreciation (assumed to be 1.5%) should continue to be 

supportive of the SGD. Fed rate cuts should also be supportive of 

SGD strength, although cuts could benefit other constituents more 

than the SGD. Rate cuts narrow interest rate differentials between 

the US and other countries, which should result in a weaker USD and 

could lead to outperformance of constituents which have their own 

explicit interest rate policy. While the SGD should strengthen against 

the USD, it could then underperform basket constituents given that 

Singapore does not have an explicit interest rate policy and is a price 

taker for interest rates. 
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SGDNEER Outperformed since Oct Stand Pat 

In Oct, MAS stood pat as policy was assessed to be sufficiently tight 

against a backdrop of gradually improving growth and slowing inflation.  

While inflation has come off and growth has gradually improved in line 

with the outlook, core inflation remains above MAS’ comfort zone. 

SGDNEER has remained firmly in the upper half of the band and has even 

exceeded the upper end of the band in our model in the wake of the Oct 

decision (Chart 1). We believe that MAS will stand pat once again at the 

Jan meeting given that core inflation remains elevated and on the belief 

that the gradual economic recovery can continue. 

Following MAS’ stand pat stance, we suggested buying SGDNEER on dips 

(see here) and here) as upward pressures on the SGDNEER would remain 

and that the SGD would outperform. Since then, USDSGD has traded lower 

(from 1.37 levels to 1.32 levels) and the SGDNEER has remained firm with 

the average deviation from the mid-point at +2.10% since Oct. We think 

that SGDNEER could remain supported going forward, although 

outperformance could eventually taper off – especially if SGDNEER basket 

constituents start to do better against the USD (than the SGD) in an 

environment of rate cuts, which could happen.  

Chart 1: SGDNEER at Elevated Levels since Oct 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

The "safe-haven" qualities of the SGD - its resilience both in bilateral and 
trade-weighted contexts against most other currencies continues to hold. 
The SGDNEER demonstrated remarkable resilience primarily because the 
SGD served as a notably steadfast store of value compared to most other 
basket currencies amidst market fluctuations (Chat 2a, 2b and 2c). This 
durability can be attributed to Singapore's robust macro fundamentals, 
including fiscal resilience, and the credibility of MAS' unique monetary 
policy, which is based on the exchange rate. In contrast to numerous other 
currencies impacted by widening yield differentials due to a more hawkish 
Fed, Singapore remains shielded thanks to the absence of an explicit 
interest rate policy and a robust correlation (estimated at 97%) between 
SG rates and US rates (Chart 4). Additionally, the SGD derived support from 
a positive crawl rate (presumed to be +1.5%) against its peers in the 
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Slope is estimated at 1.5% p.a. from 14 Apr 2022.  

https://www.maybank2u.com.sg/iwov-resources/sg/pdf/investment-insurance/fx/2023/oct/insight06.pdf
https://www.maybank2u.com.sg/iwov-resources/sg/pdf/investment-insurance/fx/2023/oct/flash13.pdf
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SGDNEER basket. Notably, this crawl rate has consistently stayed above 0%, 
further instilling investor confidence in the SGD and fortifying the 
credibility of MAS' policy. 
 
SGDNEER has remained elevated and gained about 2.21% over a 12-month 
period (Chart 2c). While Asean FX volatility remained relatively stable, 
SGDNEER has continued to edge up and remained at elevated levels (Chart 
3). Over a 6-month and 12-month horizon, the USD bloc (USD and HKD) had 
been a moderator of SGDNEER strength. However, this has changed over 
the 3-month horizon, with the USD bloc actually being the main 
contributor to SGDNEER strength amid rate cut expectations. We think that 
given these developments, other constituents could actually moderate the 
strength in the SGDNEER when rate cuts finally happen, and this should 
allow SGDNEER outperformance to taper. 
 
Chart 2a: 3-Month SGDNEER Strength Largely Due to Dollar Bloc 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

Chart 2b: 6-Month SGDNEER Strength More Broad-Based 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 
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Chart 2c: 12-Month SGDNEER Strength from MYR, JPY and CNY offset 

by EUR, USD Block and GBP 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

Chart 3: SGDNEER (RHS) Elevated Amid Relatively Stable Volatility 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

 

Since the Oct MAS policy decision, SGDNEER appreciation has been due to 

the SGD appreciating against the USD bloc, MYR and CNY. Over the same 

period, SGDNEER strength was moderated by gains in the AUD, GBP, and 

TWD. We see that this is in line with the soft-landing narrative as pairs 

that tend to do well with improvement in risk sentiment outperformed. 

Should this trend continue, it could further support our thesis that 

SGDNEER outperformance could taper as growth improves later in 2024 

and inflationary pressures recede. 

However, we do maintain that the SGDNEER should remain resilient amid 

market fluctuations, given that the Singapore’s strong macroeconomic 

fundamentals such as persistent current account and fiscal surpluses. So 

while SGDNEER outperformance could taper, we do not expect SGDNEER 

strength to turn to weakness as long as MAS maintains its appreciating 
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crawl of the SGDNEER. Our economists currently expect MAS to stand pat 

for the first three meetings of 2024 and ease the slope slightly at the Oct 

meeting.   

Global and domestic interests rates have come off in the last quarter of 

2023 (Chart 4). Our fixed income analysts are expecting US rates to decline 

in 2024 which should continue to weigh on the USD in 2024. Alongside this, 

financial conditions have become less restrictive (Chart 6), while growth 

and inflation are broadly in line with MAS’ forecasts (Chart 5).   

Therefore, it is likely MAS will stand pat in Jan, and the continued 

appreciating stance (assumed to be +1.5% p.a.) in the SGDNEER should 

continue to provide support for the SGD.   

Chart 4: USD Rates and SGD Rates Remain Highly Correlated 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

Chart 5: Singapore Growth and Inflation Broadly in Line with MAS 

Forecasts 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 
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Chart 6: Financial Conditions Are Less Restrictive 

 

Source: Macrobond, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

 

MAS is Likely to Stand Pat (29 Jan 2024) 

Although upside risks to inflation still exist and while there are downside 

risks to growth as well, MAS is unlikely to prematurely switch to a growth 

supporting mode. MAS previously referred to the policy stance as 

“sufficiently tight” and “appropriate”. Actual growth and inflation prints 

have largely come in line with MAS’ forecasts and we think that they 

will continue to view the current appreciating stance as appropriate 

given current balance of risks. 

Full-year GDP growth came in at +1.2% in 2023, a shade above our 

economists’ +1.1% forecast. Growth should be stronger and more balanced 

and our economists forecast economic growth of +2.2% in 2024, as 

manufacturing recovers while revenge spending in services moderates. 

Trade-related and outward-oriented services sectors, including wholesale 

trade and financial services, will return to growth in 2024 with the global 

demand pickup and easing domestic interest rates. Our economists’ 2024 

GDP forecast of +2.2% stands at the higher end of MTI’s 1%-3% forecast 

range. This is predicated on a rebound in manufacturing seen in 2023, 

which our economists think could herald a brighter outlook for exports and 

manufacturing in 2024. MAS’ forward looking policy stance therefore 

suggests there is no need to prematurely shift to a growth supporting 

stance (i.e. easing bias) and should continue to see the current stance as 

appropriate. 

Core inflation was at +3.2% in Nov-23, and our economists see a likely 

uptick in early 2024 given hikes in GST, carbon taxes and other 

administrative prices including water and public transport. Core inflation 

will remain sticky and above historical norms in 2024 (Maybank forecast: 

+2.8%), given that labor costs could stay elevated due to the tight job 
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market and stricter manpower measures. Higher wage costs from the 

expansion and scheduled increases in the Progressive Wage Model scheme, 

stricter dependency ratio ceiling, and recent hikes to qualifying work pass 

salaries will likely keep wage cost pressures elevated. 

Market consensus based on the MAS survey (Table 1) is also overwhelmingly 

in favour of a stand pat in Jan, with a minority expecting easing via a slope 

reduction from the Apr meeting onwards. Our economists see MAS standing 

pat for three meetings and easing in Oct 2024.  

Table 1: MAS Survey of Professional Forecasters (% of respondents) 

 MAS Actions  Sep Survey  Dec Survey 

 2023 

Oct 

 2024 

Apr 

 2024 

Jan 

 2024 

Apr 

 2024 

Jul 

 2024 Oct 

 Increase 

slope 

 0.0  5.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

 Reduce slope  0.0  27.8  0.0  13.0  21.7  18.2 

 Flatten slope  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  4.5 

 Unchanged  100.0  66.7  100.0  87.0  78.3  77.3 

 Re-center 

higher 

 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

 Re-center 

lower 

 0.0  5.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  4.8 

 Unchanged  100.0  94.4  100.0  100.0  100.0  95.2 

 Widen band  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

 Narrow band  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 

 Unchanged  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

Source: MAS, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

SGDNEER Likely to Outperform 

For a check on the potential trajectory for SGDNEER going forward, we 

turn to our Taylor rule model to derive an implied SGDNEER (Chart 7). Core 

inflation (green bars) has exceeded 2% since Dec 2021 and looks to remain 

sticky above 2% through 2024. Our economist team’s latest forecasts for 

core inflation and headline inflation in 2024 are 2.8% and 3.0%, 

respectively. Based on our estimates and our economists’ growth forecasts, 

the small negative output gaps (red bars) should turn mildly positive by 

the end of 2024. 

Given these macroeconomic conditions, our Taylor rule implied SGDNEER 

estimates (dotted orange line in Chart 7 below) suggest that SGDNEER is 

likely to continue seeing upward pressures in the coming quarters. Notably, 

our estimates imply that the SGDNEER could continue to see upward 

pressures into 2024. This is largely due to inflation remaining high for 

longer which in turn implies that the central bank should maintain a 

sufficiently restrictive monetary policy stance. 
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Chart 7: Upward Pressures on SGDNEER Persist (Taylor Rule Estimates) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy Estimates 

As mentioned earlier, the SGD has outperformed on a trade-weighted basis, 

reflected in SGDNEER moving higher (Chart 8). Year-to-date, the SGDNEER 

has continued to remain strong and hovers around the 2% deviation from 

the mid-point. Our assessment that MAS is likely to stand pat in Jan, and 

the continued appreciating stance (assumed to be +1.5% p.a.) in the 

SGDNEER should provide plenty of support for the SGD and result over time 

in a lower USDSGD. We do see rate cut expectations perhaps enabling 

other basket constituents to outperform the SGD and we could see the 

SGDNEER outperformance taper. Rate cuts narrow interest rate 

differentials between the US and other countries, which should result in a 

weaker USD and could lead to outperformance of constituents which have 

their own explicit interest rate policy. While the SGD should strengthen 

against the USD, it could then underperform basket constituents given that 

Singapore does not have an explicit interest rate policy and is a price taker 

for interest rates. However, we also do not foresee a complete capitulation 

of SGDNEER strength and think that SGDNEER should remain supported on 

dips. 
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Chart 8: SGDNEER Performance (%, LHS) and Deviation from Mid (%, 

RHS) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

 

USDSGD to Come Off Gradually 

Against the backdrop of a soft-landing where growth improves and inflation 

remains on a downward trajectory, we suggest that the USD should gradually 

weaken. This is reflected in a gradual easing in the USDSGD through 2024 as 

suggested in our latest annual forecasts (Table 2). Several themes, such as the 

export/manufacturing recovery, AI exuberance and bottoming of the chip 

cycle mentioned in our annual outlook are further supportive of the SGD.  

Table 2: Quarterly USDSGD Forecasts 

Forecast 1Q 2024 2Q 2024 3Q 2024 4Q 2024 

USDSGD 1.3500 1.3450 1.3400 1.3350 

 

Source: Maybank FX Research & Strategy Estimates 

What is Next for MAS? 

We lay out the past policy moves since Apr 2016 (Table 3). Over the course of 

the next 3 policy announcements by MAS, the possible moves will reflect a 

change in the balance of risks if inflationary pressures ease and growth 

prospects worsen. While not our base case, we do not rule out a low 

probability scenario of a MAS “double” easing i.e. a re-centre downwards with 

a slope reduction. This last happened in Mar 2020 in response to Covid and 

could occur if there is a drastic improvement in the inflation outlook (6 to 9 

months ahead) and/or a significantly worse growth outlook. As a starting point, 

we would look out for inflation/growth outturns that deviate significantly from 

MAS’ forecasts. Risks such as geopolitical tensions in the Middle East and the 

Red Sea blockade could exacerbate and precipitate such a scenario and affect 

the 6-12 month outlook which affects the policy deliberations. To recap, MAS 

can adjust the slope of the band, the level at which the band is centred or the 

width of the band.  The latter is usually done to accommodate volatility, while 

adjustments to the slope or level at which the band is centred are to 

https://www.maybank2u.com.sg/en/personal/investment/maybank-research/fx-annual.page
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ease/tighten policy as appropriate. So at this juncture, the most likely move 

in Oct 2024 is a slight reduction to the slope if the inflation and growth 

trajectory pans out over the next few quarters as our economists expect. 

 

Table 3: Recent MAS Actions and Possible Future Actions 

Date Slope of 
Band 

Width of 
Band 

Level at 
Which Band 
is Centred 

Comments 

Oct 2024 Economists see Slope Reduction 

Jul 2024 Likely Stand Pat 

Apr 2024 Likely Stand Pat 

29 Jan 2024 Likely Stand Pat 

13 Oct 2023 - - - - 

14 Apr 2023 - - - - 

14 Oct 2022 

- - 

Re-centre 
upwards at 
prevailing 

level 

- 

14 Jul 2022 

- - 

Re-centre 
upwards at 
prevailing 

level 

Off-cycle 
decision 

14 Apr 2022 
Increase 
slightly 

- 

Re-centre 
upwards at 
prevailing 

level 

1.5% slope 

25 Jan 2022 
Increase 
slightly 

- - 

Off-cycle 
decision 

1% slope 

14 Oct 2021 Increase 
slightly 

- - 0.5% slope 

14 Apr 2021 - - - - 

14 Oct 2021 - - - - 

30 Mar 2020 

Set at 0% - 

Re-centre 
downwards 
at prevailing 

level 

Covid Period 
easing 

14 Oct 2019 Reduce 
slightly 

- - 0.5% slope 

12 Apr 2019 - - - - 

12 Oct 2018 Increase 
slightly 

- - 1% slope 

13 Apr 2018 Increase - - 0.5% slope 
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slightly 

13 Oct 2017 - - - - 

13 Apr 2017 - - - - 

14 Oct 2016 - - - - 

14 Apr 2016 Set at 0% - - - 

Source: MAS, Maybank FX Research & Strategy 

‘-‘ denotes no change to the policy parameters 
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policy and sustainable development plan for the listed companies of the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Thaipat Institute made this assessment based on the information 
received from the listed company, as stipulated in the form for the assessment of Anti-corruption which refers to the Annual Registration Statement (Form 56-1), Annual Report (Form 56-2), 
or other relevant documents or reports of such listed company. The assessment result is therefore made from the perspective of Thaipat Institute that is a third party. It is not an assessment 
of operation and is not based on any inside information. Since this assessment is only the assessment result as of the date appearing in the assessment result, it may be changed after that 
date or when there is any change to the relevant information. Nevertheless, MST does not confirm, verify, or certify the accuracy and completeness of the assessment result.  

US 
This third-party research report is distributed in the United States (“US”) to Major US Institutional Investors (as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) 
only by Maybank Securities USA Inc (“MSUS”), a broker-dealer registered in the US (registered under Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended). All responsibil ity for the 
distribution of this report by MSUS in the US shall be borne by MSUS. This report is not directed at you if Maybank IBG is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any 
jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself before reading it that MSUS is permitted to provide research material concerning investments to you under relevant 
legislation and regulations. All U.S. persons receiving and/or accessing this report and wishing to effect transactions in any security mentioned within must do so with: Maybank Securities 
USA Inc. 400 Park Avenue, 11th Floor, New York, New York 10022, 1-(212) 688-8886 and not with, the issuer of this report. 
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Disclosure of Interest 
Malaysia: Maybank IBG and its Representatives may from time to time have positions or be materially interested in the securities referred to herein and may further act as market maker or 
may have assumed an underwriting commitment or deal with such securities and may also perform or seek to perform investment banking services, advisory and other services for or relating 
to those companies. 

 
Singapore: As of 22 January 2024, Maybank Research Pte. Ltd. and the covering analyst do not have any interest in any companies recommended in this research report. 

 
Thailand: MST may have a business relationship with or may possibly be an issuer of derivative warrants on the securities /companies mentioned in the research report. Therefore, Investors 
should exercise their own judgment before making any investment decisions. MST, its associates, directors, connected parties and/or employees may from time to time have interests and/or 
underwriting commitments in the securities mentioned in this report. 

 
Hong Kong: As of 22 January 2024, MIB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited and the authoring analyst do not have any interest in any companies recommended in this research report.  

 
India: As of 22 January 2024, and at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report, MIBSI, authoring analyst or their associate / relative does 
not hold any financial interest or any actual or beneficial ownership in any shares or having any conflict of interest in the subject companies except as otherwise disclosed in the research 
report.  

In the past twelve months MIBSI and authoring analyst or their associate did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the subject companies or third party in connection with the 
research report on any account what so ever except as otherwise disclosed in the research report.  

Maybank IBG may have, within the last three years, served as manager or co-manager of a public offering of securities for, or currently may make a primary market in issues of, any or all of 
the entities mentioned in this report or may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice  or investment services in relation to the investment concerned 
or a related investment and may receive compensation for the services provided from the companies covered in this report.  
 

OTHERS 

Analyst Certification of Independence 

The views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers; and no part of the research analyst’s 
compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in the report. 

Reminder 

Structured securities are complex instruments, typically involve a high degree of risk and are intended for sale only to sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding and assuming 
the risks involved. The market value of any structured security may be affected by changes in economic, financial and political factors (including, but not limited to, spot and forward 
interest and exchange rates), time to maturity, market conditions and volatility and the credit quality of any issuer or reference issuer. Any investor interested in purchasing a structured 
product should conduct its own analysis of the product and consult with its own professional advisers as to the risks involved in making such a purchase. 

No part of this material may be copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the prior consent of Maybank IBG. 
 

 
 

 
  

UK 
This document is being distributed by Maybank Securities (London) Ltd (“MSUK”) which is authorized and regulated, by the Financial Conduct Authority and is for Informational Purposes only. 
This document is not intended for distribution to anyone defined as a Retail Client under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 within the UK. Any inclusion of a third party link is for 
the recipients convenience only, and that the firm does not take any responsibility for its comments or accuracy, and that access to such links is at the individuals own risk. Nothing in this 
report should be considered as constituting legal, accounting or tax advice, and that for accurate guidance recipients should consult with their own independent tax advisers.  
 

DISCLOSURES 

Legal Entities Disclosures 
Malaysia: This report is issued and distributed in Malaysia by Maybank Investment Bank Berhad (15938- H) which is a Participating Organization of Bursa Malaysia Berhad and a holder of 
Capital Markets and Services License issued by the Securities Commission in Malaysia. Singapore: This report is distributed in Singapore by MRPL (Co. Reg No 198700034E) which is regulated 
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Indonesia: PT Maybank Sekuritas Indonesia (“PTMSI”) (Reg. No. KEP-251/PM/1992) is a member of the Indonesia Stock Exchange and is regulated by 
the Financial Services Authority (Indonesia). Thailand: MST (Reg. No.0107545000314) is a member of the Stock Exchange of Thailand and is regulated by the Ministry  of Finance and the 
Securities and Exchange Commission. Philippines:  Maybank Securities Inc (Reg. No.01-2004-00019) is a member of the Philippines Stock Exchange and is regulated by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. Vietnam: Maybank Securities Limited (License Number: 117/GP-UBCK) is licensed under the State Securities Commission of Vietnam. Hong Kong: MIB Securities (Hong 
Kong) Limited (Central Entity No AAD284) is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission. India: MIB Securities India Private Limited (“MIBSI”) is a participant of the National Stock 
Exchange of India Limited and the Bombay Stock Exchange and is regulated by Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) (Reg. No. INZ000010538). MIBSI is also registered with SEBI as 
Category 1 Merchant Banker (Reg. No. INM 000011708) and as Research Analyst (Reg No: INH000000057) US: Maybank Securities USA Inc is a member of/and is authorized and regulated by 
the FINRA – Broker ID 27861. UK: Maybank Securities (London) Ltd (Reg No 2377538) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
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